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originally published in 1946 this book was written to provide british lawyers with a guide to the legal processes of
india particularly those lawyers engaging with indian law for the first time the text is divided into two main parts
civil law and criminal law a list of cases cited is included at the end of the text this book will be of value to anyone
with an interest in the development of indian law and legal history rule of law is the foundation of modern
democracies it envisages inter alia participatory lawmaking just and certain laws a bouquet of human rights
certainty and equality in the application of law accountability to law an impartial and non arbitrary government and
an accessible and fair dispute resolution mechanism this work s primary goal is to understand and explain the
obvious dichotomy that exists between theory and practice in india s rule of law structure the book discusses the
contours of the rule of law in india the values and aspirations in its evolution and its meaning as understood by the
various institutions identifying reason as the primary element in the rule of law mechanism it later examines the
institutional political and social challenges to the concepts of equality and certainty through which it evaluates the
status of the rule of law in india in a civilized world human being created some rules and regulations for a peaceful
happy and prosperous living in order to understand the above topic in proper historical perspectives an attempt has
been made to collect important works on the subject of the study today the legal system is at cross roads how can
this study stimulate original indian thought process on the subject is the aim of this exercise contents introduction
judicial system in ancient india nature and perspective of law in ancient india judicial system in medieval india
social justice in medieval india culture and law growth of the judiciary india and international law law lawyers and
judges inter state relations independence of judiciary and access to justice corporate law in india is no less complex
than any other country governed by anglo saxon laws parliament of india has enacted a new law called companies
act 2013 which has consolidated many previous laws into one code it also recognizes many institutions which were
in existence but were not recognized by previous law of 1956 this opuscule of company law in india though aimed
at students and practitioners starting their career would be equally helpful for a quick reference to relevant
provision or procedure a complete index right in the beginning can be used to access to relevant chapters and the
topics dealt therein the chapters have been created with the view of enhancing knowledge rather than merely
passing law exams as most of existing books aim at this ebook edition has been deliberately kept concise by
covering all important topics in detail and other topics briefly this is the first part of the hopefully two books series
please download a sample or use preview to read the preface titled why buy this book in the beginning this part
contains chapters from history of company law its evolution registration management issue of securities etc the
second part of the book under way and shall be launched next year conflict of laws or private international law is an
increasingly important subject of study due to growing movement and relocation of a large number of people from
one jurisdiction to another for personal and professional reasons despite the existence of rules and principles there
is a general uncertainty on issues such as commercial transactions personal law subjects and laws relating to
property the conflict of laws in india not only lucidly examines the inter territorial conflicts but also lays a special
emphasis on inter personal disputes in the indian context this book is a detailed and up to date study of conflict of
laws and focuses on its three main areas the law of obligations law of property and law of persons the volume also
evaluates the role of various international instruments and conventions including the hague conventions on private
international law in resolving international conflicts the author provides fresh perspectives on the subject and
analyses its significance in the dynamic contemporary world this second edition elaborates on recent developments
in two areas of the subject namely muslim law and the law relating to guardianship derived from the renowned
multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this book provides valuable practical insight into both public
supervisory legislation concerning insurance and private insurance contract law in india an informative general
introduction surveying the legal political financial and commercial background and surroundings of insurance
provides a sound foundation for the specific detail that follows the book covers all essential aspects of the law and
regulation governing insurance policies and instruments its detailed exposition includes examination of the form of
the insurance company and its reserves and investments the insurance contract the legal aspects of the various
branches of property and liability insurance motor vehicle insurance schemes life insurance health insurance and
workmenand s compensation schemes reinsurance co insurance and pooling taxation of insurance and risk
management and prevention succinct yet eminently practical the book will be a valuable resource for lawyers
handling cases affecting india it will be of practical utility to those both in public service and private practice called
on to develop and to apply the laws of insurance and of special interest as a contribution to the much needed
harmonization of insurance law this book was originally published as a monograph in the international
encyclopaedia of laws environmental law an incisive and comprehensive view of india s legal process and its key
issues india has the second largest legal profession in the world but the systemic delays and chronic impediments
of its judicial system inspire little confidence in the common person in india s legal system renowned constitutional
expert and senior supreme court lawyer fali s nariman explores the possible reasons while realistically appraising
the criminal justice system and the performance of legal practitioners he elaborates on the different aspects of
contemporary practice such as public interest litigation judicial review and activism in lucid accessible language
nariman discusses key social issues such as inequality and affirmative action providing real cases as illustrations of
the on ground situation this frank and thought provoking book offers valuable insights into india s judicial system
and maps a possible road ahead to make justice available to all this book was originally published as a monograph
in the international encyclopaedia of laws contracts derived from the renowned multi volume international
encyclopaedia of laws this monograph on labour law in india not only describes and analyses the legal aspects of
labour relations but also examines labour relations practices and developi derived from the renowned multi volume
international encyclopaedia of laws this convenient resource provides systematic information on how india deals
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with the role religion plays or can play in society the legal status of religious communities and institutions and the
legal interaction among religion culture education and media after a general introduction describing the social and
historical background the book goes on to explain the legal framework in which religion is approached coverage
proceeds from the principle of religious freedom through the rights and contractual obligations of religious
communities international transnational and regional law effects and the legal parameters affecting the influence of
religion in politics and public life also covered are legal positions on religion in such specific fields as church
financing labour and employment and matrimonial and family law a clear and comprehensive overview of relevant
legislation and legal doctrine make the book an invaluable reference source and very useful guide succinct and
practical this book will prove to be of great value to practitioners in the myriad instances where a law related
religious interest arises in india academics and researchers will appreciate its value as a thorough but concise
treatment of the legal aspects of diversity and multiculturalism in which religion plays such an important part this
book is a citizen s introduction to the law the legal system and a wide range of contemporary social and political
issues in india written by experts but concise and easy to read it shows how the law impacts everyday life and
society the focus of law is not merely punishment of wrongdoers but also protection of the weak the law is an
instrument of social justice the constitution relates to other laws security concerns are interconnected with human
rightsthis volume invites readers to explore the indian legal system in its totality and introduces them to all key
aspects of the law the basic structure doctrine the criminal justice system the concept of religious personal laws
anti terror laws cyber laws law of contract labour and employmentlaws environmental law and gender justice
written especially for students of the recently restructured ba programme of the university of delhi and designed as
a text for its legal literacy course this book will also be of immense use to students in the early stages of courses in
political science law sociology of law gender studies aswell as to curious and concerned general readers
international law of human rights is a system of normative instruments of guidance supervision and implementation
it influences states to recognize and accept human rights in their national institutions accordingly the framers of the
indian constitution incorporated it in part iii and part iv as chapters of fundamental rights and directive principles of
state policy respectively which are replica of human rights the author in this book objectively evaluates the
constitutional measures adopted by india for implementation of human rights for this purpose firstly the
international yardstick the universal declaration of human rights and the international covenants of human rights
has been systematically examined to bring to the surface various shortcomings for improvement secondly for
systematic scientific comparison constitutional rights have been divided into two categories i e specifically
guaranteed rights and impliedly guaranteed rights impliedly guaranteed rights are further divided into two
categories of rights which are available due to the wider interpretation of the word life and the phrase personal
liberty rights have been discussed in the same order as are present in the indian constitution and then these rights
have been examined on the basis of international law of human rights finally jurisprudence of the rights makes the
concept further clear to pinpoint shortcomings in the indian legal system this outstanding work therefore objectively
evaluates india s performance in the field of human rights to bring to the notice of abuses of these rights law being
an instrument of social engineering this book will be of great help to lawyers judges political activists teachers
students and the non governmental human rights organizations to reshape the law in such a way so as to reduce
the chances of abuse of human rights this book based on the 2004 national consultation organized by human rights
law network haq establishes that the incidences and causes of child marriages haven t been documented
adequately and that the position of law itself is dubious most of the papers presented at a conference held at
bloomington in 1999 some previously published présentation de l éditeur the proposed book is an attempt to
understand the existence of multiple non state legal traditions despite the presence of a uniform legal system in
india there is a significant gap that exists between the state legal system and the practices and preferences of
people belonging to different communities in order to understand this structure the book goes back to the history of
legal system in india and tries to identify the reason behind the prevalence of thesealternative modes it studies
some prominent legal systems of pre colonial india like the mughals and further explores the way indian legality
was transformed during the british rule the study maps the evolution and growth of the common law system in india
and takes into account the factors thatcontributed to the strengthening and acceptance of this system this
important volume is a major contribution to the interface between religion and law in independent india the result
of a cooperative international project this multidisciplinary volume includes essays by eminent jurists legal scholars
historians of religions political scientists and sanskritists from india and abroad this revised and updated edition has
new essays on subjects such as the structure of religion and law in india legal issues affecting the sikh community
public endowments and issues relating to caste and conversions this book was originally published as a monograph
in the international encyclopaedia of laws media law judicial institutions evolved in india in the context of india s
social economic and political conditions and because of the reception of legal concepts and institutions known to
english and scottish judges lawyers and administrators modern indian judiciary bears the hallmarks of its genesis
and evolution during the british rule but it has progressively gone for beyond the colonial confines after the
republican constitution came into force the theme of fundamental rights and the role of the supreme court and the
high courts as vigilant custodians of fundamental rights are at the heart of india s constitutional democracy we owe
a deep debt of gratitude to our apex judicature the higher judiciary and the country s bar in the evolution of the
common law of the constitution it constitutes by common consent a remarkable chapter in our national life h v h the
constitution of india is not the last word in human wisdom but it was certainly a glorious achievement of national
consensus and national commitment the higher indian judiciary can be said to have broadly fulfilled its
constitutional ethos there have been aberrations notably during the emergency and in some cases of overstating
and unduly enlarging the scope of judicial power more seriously there are grave and growing problems of inefficient
case management arrears delays corruption and incompetence those issues have to be addressed urgently
effectively and comprehensively if the indian judiciary is to emerge as a fit instrument for rule of law for the
teeming millions in the largest democracy in the world and if the indian judiciary is to flourish in the twenty first
century holding its head high as an institution of freedom liberty and balance with a commitment to the
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constitutional goals and aspirations of we the people of india this volume investigates how where and when
subjects and citizens come into being assert themselves and exercise subjecthood or citizenship in the formation of
modern india it argues for the importance of understanding legal practice how rights are performed in dispute and
negotiation from the parliament and courts to street corners and field sites the essays in the book explore themes
such as land law and rights court procedure freedom of speech sex workers mobilisation refugee status adivasi
people and non state actors and bring together studies from across north india spanning from early colonial to
contemporary times representing scholarship in history anthropology and political science that draws on wide
ranging field and archival research the volume will immensely benefit scholars students and researchers of
development history political science sociology anthropology law and public policy derived from the renowned multi
volume international encyclopaedia of laws this convenient volume provides comprehensive analysis of the law
affecting the physician patient relationship in india cutting across the traditional compartments with which lawyers
are familiar medical law is concerned with issues arising from this relationship and not with the many wider juridical
relations involved in the broader field of health care law after a general introduction the book systematically
describes law related to the medical profession proceeding from training licensing and other aspects of access to
the profession through disciplinary and professional liability and medical ethics considerations and quality
assurance to such aspects of the physician patient relationship as rights and duties of physicians and patients
consent privacy and access to medical records also covered are specific issues such as organ transplants human
medical research abortion and euthanasia as well as matters dealing with the physician in relation to other health
care providers health care insurance and the health care system succinct and practical this book will prove to be of
great value to professional organizations of physicians nurses hospitals and relevant government agencies lawyers
representing parties with interests in india will welcome this very useful guide and academics and researchers will
appreciate its comparative value as a contribution to the study of medical law in the international context this
volume is a collection of articles by scholars across disciplines to create a discourse of family law independent of
religious personal law whilst striving for fairness and justice to all it demonstrates the artificiality of the public
private divide and seeks the systematic development of ideas for a fair and just family law in contemporary india
the book does not merely document the pathologies of power within the family but also makes proposals for
remedying these inequities it is not confined to considering what changes need to be inducted into existing family
law to make it more just but also strategises on the means and methods of effecting the change it lifts the familial
veil and scrutinises the status rights and disabilities of some of the subordinated members of the family the volume
is an invitation to redefine family law with the twin tools of reflection and responsibility it will interest those in law
judges legislators law reformers as well as those in women and family studies policy makers and policy analysts
apart from the general reader this masterful analysis of patent law in india by two of india s most distinguished
jurists investigates thoroughly the scope of the possible answers to these crucial questions recognizing the
character of the revolution taking place in patent law globally under the regime of multinational corporations and
india s central role in its development dr rao and dr manjula guru s analysis focuses on the patenting of substances
arising out of advances in biotechnology genetically engineered products and computer related devices but they do
not neglect the practical details of application registration and proceedings as constituted under the amended law
in fact this book is the most detailed and insightful procedural and practice guide to the subject we have topics and
areas of practice covered include the following patent for new use of a known product prescribed form of
application entry in the register powers of the controller of patents opposition and revocation proceedings addition
and restoration of lapsed patents defences and reliefs in infringement proceedings compulsory licensing
experimental use international arrangements for grants of patents simultaneously by several countries anti
competitive practices and exclusive marketing rights this volume reflects a recent transformation of the concerns of
social scientists regarding the legal history of south asia while earlier historians looked at the results rather than the
performance of law the concerns later shifted to unravelling the socioeconomic and political contexts that shaped
law making and its practice iterations of law advances these new perspectives on legal history from south asia
going beyond an area studies rubric to critically engage with recent work in colonial and transnational legal history
the essays in this volume utilize both archival and everyday records to interrogate the relationship between the
discipline of history and the institution of law the contributors to this volume include both young and established
scholars who address the enacted and performative aspects of law that illuminate how rights are inscribed into a
hierarchical order a process that is often elided and fragmented by jurisdictional contexts their essays focus on
complex moments in the life of the law when rights or claims simultaneously inaugurate a new economy of power
and authority through these chapters it becomes possible to interrogate the framing of legal regimes from below
and treat the law as a process that entails constant exchange conflict and adjustment between the rulers and the
governed this text seeks to understand the dichotomy between the theory and practice of rule of law in india the
author argues that india s rule of law is unique in the post colonial world encompassing many a substantive concept
within it contrary to the assertions of the liberals and thin theories the practical challenges to the concepts of
equality and certainty both fundamental to rule of law are explained in detail though modern indian law is actually
of western origin galanter here contends that independent india has accepted this mid twentieth century legal
system intellectually and institutionally his thirteen articles covering a wide range of issues in indian society explore
the operation of modern indian law and explicate the ways in which a complex body of formal law accommodates
and adjusts itself to local conditions to which it is alien this work uncovers the historical roots and also the
contemporary character of law and society in india steeped in years of fieldwork in both rural and urban india the
work places the new legal forces and processes introduced into india by the british alongside those that predated
the colonial incursion and still have vitality today indian law is now undergoing a period of comparatively rapid
change globalisation has brought dynamism to some of the law firms of india particularly in mumbai and this impact
is considered here there is growing impatience with the slowness and inefficiencies of the courts though contrary to
much opinion litigation is seen here to be declining rather than growing meanwhile there has been cumulatively
dramatic change to authority in the countryside the great flagship of indian law continues to be the uniquely activist
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supreme court and its public interest litigation but equally intriguing are the group based and sometimes law like
activities of washerfolk in rural rajasthan diamond traders in downtown mumbai and the myriad communities in the
great slums of urban india these are the themes taken up in this volume unedited summary from book jacket
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Background to Indian Law 2016-04-15 originally published in 1946 this book was written to provide british lawyers
with a guide to the legal processes of india particularly those lawyers engaging with indian law for the first time the
text is divided into two main parts civil law and criminal law a list of cases cited is included at the end of the text
this book will be of value to anyone with an interest in the development of indian law and legal history
The Common Law in India 1970 rule of law is the foundation of modern democracies it envisages inter alia
participatory lawmaking just and certain laws a bouquet of human rights certainty and equality in the application of
law accountability to law an impartial and non arbitrary government and an accessible and fair dispute resolution
mechanism this work s primary goal is to understand and explain the obvious dichotomy that exists between theory
and practice in india s rule of law structure the book discusses the contours of the rule of law in india the values and
aspirations in its evolution and its meaning as understood by the various institutions identifying reason as the
primary element in the rule of law mechanism it later examines the institutional political and social challenges to
the concepts of equality and certainty through which it evaluates the status of the rule of law in india
Rule of Law in India 2018-04-28 in a civilized world human being created some rules and regulations for a peaceful
happy and prosperous living in order to understand the above topic in proper historical perspectives an attempt has
been made to collect important works on the subject of the study today the legal system is at cross roads how can
this study stimulate original indian thought process on the subject is the aim of this exercise contents introduction
judicial system in ancient india nature and perspective of law in ancient india judicial system in medieval india
social justice in medieval india culture and law growth of the judiciary india and international law law lawyers and
judges inter state relations independence of judiciary and access to justice
Essays on Legal Systems in India 2003 corporate law in india is no less complex than any other country governed by
anglo saxon laws parliament of india has enacted a new law called companies act 2013 which has consolidated
many previous laws into one code it also recognizes many institutions which were in existence but were not
recognized by previous law of 1956 this opuscule of company law in india though aimed at students and
practitioners starting their career would be equally helpful for a quick reference to relevant provision or procedure a
complete index right in the beginning can be used to access to relevant chapters and the topics dealt therein the
chapters have been created with the view of enhancing knowledge rather than merely passing law exams as most
of existing books aim at this ebook edition has been deliberately kept concise by covering all important topics in
detail and other topics briefly this is the first part of the hopefully two books series please download a sample or
use preview to read the preface titled why buy this book in the beginning this part contains chapters from history of
company law its evolution registration management issue of securities etc the second part of the book under way
and shall be launched next year
English Law in India 1984 conflict of laws or private international law is an increasingly important subject of study
due to growing movement and relocation of a large number of people from one jurisdiction to another for personal
and professional reasons despite the existence of rules and principles there is a general uncertainty on issues such
as commercial transactions personal law subjects and laws relating to property the conflict of laws in india not only
lucidly examines the inter territorial conflicts but also lays a special emphasis on inter personal disputes in the
indian context this book is a detailed and up to date study of conflict of laws and focuses on its three main areas
the law of obligations law of property and law of persons the volume also evaluates the role of various international
instruments and conventions including the hague conventions on private international law in resolving international
conflicts the author provides fresh perspectives on the subject and analyses its significance in the dynamic
contemporary world this second edition elaborates on recent developments in two areas of the subject namely
muslim law and the law relating to guardianship
The Criminal Law of India 1896 derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this
book provides valuable practical insight into both public supervisory legislation concerning insurance and private
insurance contract law in india an informative general introduction surveying the legal political financial and
commercial background and surroundings of insurance provides a sound foundation for the specific detail that
follows the book covers all essential aspects of the law and regulation governing insurance policies and instruments
its detailed exposition includes examination of the form of the insurance company and its reserves and investments
the insurance contract the legal aspects of the various branches of property and liability insurance motor vehicle
insurance schemes life insurance health insurance and workmenand s compensation schemes reinsurance co
insurance and pooling taxation of insurance and risk management and prevention succinct yet eminently practical
the book will be a valuable resource for lawyers handling cases affecting india it will be of practical utility to those
both in public service and private practice called on to develop and to apply the laws of insurance and of special
interest as a contribution to the much needed harmonization of insurance law
Company Law in India 2016-08-29 this book was originally published as a monograph in the international
encyclopaedia of laws environmental law
Public Law in India 1982 an incisive and comprehensive view of india s legal process and its key issues india has the
second largest legal profession in the world but the systemic delays and chronic impediments of its judicial system
inspire little confidence in the common person in india s legal system renowned constitutional expert and senior
supreme court lawyer fali s nariman explores the possible reasons while realistically appraising the criminal justice
system and the performance of legal practitioners he elaborates on the different aspects of contemporary practice
such as public interest litigation judicial review and activism in lucid accessible language nariman discusses key
social issues such as inequality and affirmative action providing real cases as illustrations of the on ground situation
this frank and thought provoking book offers valuable insights into india s judicial system and maps a possible road
ahead to make justice available to all
The Conflict of Laws in India 2019-07-15 this book was originally published as a monograph in the international
encyclopaedia of laws contracts
Insurance Law in India 2012 derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this
monograph on labour law in india not only describes and analyses the legal aspects of labour relations but also
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examines labour relations practices and developi
Environmental Law in India 2014 derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this
convenient resource provides systematic information on how india deals with the role religion plays or can play in
society the legal status of religious communities and institutions and the legal interaction among religion culture
education and media after a general introduction describing the social and historical background the book goes on
to explain the legal framework in which religion is approached coverage proceeds from the principle of religious
freedom through the rights and contractual obligations of religious communities international transnational and
regional law effects and the legal parameters affecting the influence of religion in politics and public life also
covered are legal positions on religion in such specific fields as church financing labour and employment and
matrimonial and family law a clear and comprehensive overview of relevant legislation and legal doctrine make the
book an invaluable reference source and very useful guide succinct and practical this book will prove to be of great
value to practitioners in the myriad instances where a law related religious interest arises in india academics and
researchers will appreciate its value as a thorough but concise treatment of the legal aspects of diversity and
multiculturalism in which religion plays such an important part
Private International Law in India 2010 this book is a citizen s introduction to the law the legal system and a wide
range of contemporary social and political issues in india written by experts but concise and easy to read it shows
how the law impacts everyday life and society the focus of law is not merely punishment of wrongdoers but also
protection of the weak the law is an instrument of social justice the constitution relates to other laws security
concerns are interconnected with human rightsthis volume invites readers to explore the indian legal system in its
totality and introduces them to all key aspects of the law the basic structure doctrine the criminal justice system
the concept of religious personal laws anti terror laws cyber laws law of contract labour and employmentlaws
environmental law and gender justice written especially for students of the recently restructured ba programme of
the university of delhi and designed as a text for its legal literacy course this book will also be of immense use to
students in the early stages of courses in political science law sociology of law gender studies aswell as to curious
and concerned general readers
Origin & Development of Legal & Political System in India 1976 international law of human rights is a system of
normative instruments of guidance supervision and implementation it influences states to recognize and accept
human rights in their national institutions accordingly the framers of the indian constitution incorporated it in part iii
and part iv as chapters of fundamental rights and directive principles of state policy respectively which are replica
of human rights the author in this book objectively evaluates the constitutional measures adopted by india for
implementation of human rights for this purpose firstly the international yardstick the universal declaration of
human rights and the international covenants of human rights has been systematically examined to bring to the
surface various shortcomings for improvement secondly for systematic scientific comparison constitutional rights
have been divided into two categories i e specifically guaranteed rights and impliedly guaranteed rights impliedly
guaranteed rights are further divided into two categories of rights which are available due to the wider
interpretation of the word life and the phrase personal liberty rights have been discussed in the same order as are
present in the indian constitution and then these rights have been examined on the basis of international law of
human rights finally jurisprudence of the rights makes the concept further clear to pinpoint shortcomings in the
indian legal system this outstanding work therefore objectively evaluates india s performance in the field of human
rights to bring to the notice of abuses of these rights law being an instrument of social engineering this book will be
of great help to lawyers judges political activists teachers students and the non governmental human rights
organizations to reshape the law in such a way so as to reduce the chances of abuse of human rights
Outlines of Indian Legal & Constitutional History 2006 this book based on the 2004 national consultation
organized by human rights law network haq establishes that the incidences and causes of child marriages haven t
been documented adequately and that the position of law itself is dubious
Constitutional Law of India 1967 most of the papers presented at a conference held at bloomington in 1999
some previously published
India's Legal System 2017-05-24 présentation de l éditeur the proposed book is an attempt to understand the
existence of multiple non state legal traditions despite the presence of a uniform legal system in india there is a
significant gap that exists between the state legal system and the practices and preferences of people belonging to
different communities in order to understand this structure the book goes back to the history of legal system in
india and tries to identify the reason behind the prevalence of thesealternative modes it studies some prominent
legal systems of pre colonial india like the mughals and further explores the way indian legality was transformed
during the british rule the study maps the evolution and growth of the common law system in india and takes into
account the factors thatcontributed to the strengthening and acceptance of this system
Contract Law in India 2016 this important volume is a major contribution to the interface between religion and law
in independent india the result of a cooperative international project this multidisciplinary volume includes essays
by eminent jurists legal scholars historians of religions political scientists and sanskritists from india and abroad this
revised and updated edition has new essays on subjects such as the structure of religion and law in india legal
issues affecting the sikh community public endowments and issues relating to caste and conversions
Labour Law in India 2012 this book was originally published as a monograph in the international encyclopaedia of
laws media law
The Government of India 1898 judicial institutions evolved in india in the context of india s social economic and
political conditions and because of the reception of legal concepts and institutions known to english and scottish
judges lawyers and administrators modern indian judiciary bears the hallmarks of its genesis and evolution during
the british rule but it has progressively gone for beyond the colonial confines after the republican constitution came
into force the theme of fundamental rights and the role of the supreme court and the high courts as vigilant
custodians of fundamental rights are at the heart of india s constitutional democracy we owe a deep debt of
gratitude to our apex judicature the higher judiciary and the country s bar in the evolution of the common law of the
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constitution it constitutes by common consent a remarkable chapter in our national life h v h the constitution of
india is not the last word in human wisdom but it was certainly a glorious achievement of national consensus and
national commitment the higher indian judiciary can be said to have broadly fulfilled its constitutional ethos there
have been aberrations notably during the emergency and in some cases of overstating and unduly enlarging the
scope of judicial power more seriously there are grave and growing problems of inefficient case management
arrears delays corruption and incompetence those issues have to be addressed urgently effectively and
comprehensively if the indian judiciary is to emerge as a fit instrument for rule of law for the teeming millions in the
largest democracy in the world and if the indian judiciary is to flourish in the twenty first century holding its head
high as an institution of freedom liberty and balance with a commitment to the constitutional goals and aspirations
of we the people of india
Religion and Law in India 2020-12-20 this volume investigates how where and when subjects and citizens come
into being assert themselves and exercise subjecthood or citizenship in the formation of modern india it argues for
the importance of understanding legal practice how rights are performed in dispute and negotiation from the
parliament and courts to street corners and field sites the essays in the book explore themes such as land law and
rights court procedure freedom of speech sex workers mobilisation refugee status adivasi people and non state
actors and bring together studies from across north india spanning from early colonial to contemporary times
representing scholarship in history anthropology and political science that draws on wide ranging field and archival
research the volume will immensely benefit scholars students and researchers of development history political
science sociology anthropology law and public policy
Towards Legal Literacy 2008 derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this
convenient volume provides comprehensive analysis of the law affecting the physician patient relationship in india
cutting across the traditional compartments with which lawyers are familiar medical law is concerned with issues
arising from this relationship and not with the many wider juridical relations involved in the broader field of health
care law after a general introduction the book systematically describes law related to the medical profession
proceeding from training licensing and other aspects of access to the profession through disciplinary and
professional liability and medical ethics considerations and quality assurance to such aspects of the physician
patient relationship as rights and duties of physicians and patients consent privacy and access to medical records
also covered are specific issues such as organ transplants human medical research abortion and euthanasia as well
as matters dealing with the physician in relation to other health care providers health care insurance and the health
care system succinct and practical this book will prove to be of great value to professional organizations of
physicians nurses hospitals and relevant government agencies lawyers representing parties with interests in india
will welcome this very useful guide and academics and researchers will appreciate its comparative value as a
contribution to the study of medical law in the international context
Human Rights in India 1995 this volume is a collection of articles by scholars across disciplines to create a discourse
of family law independent of religious personal law whilst striving for fairness and justice to all it demonstrates the
artificiality of the public private divide and seeks the systematic development of ideas for a fair and just family law
in contemporary india the book does not merely document the pathologies of power within the family but also
makes proposals for remedying these inequities it is not confined to considering what changes need to be inducted
into existing family law to make it more just but also strategises on the means and methods of effecting the change
it lifts the familial veil and scrutinises the status rights and disabilities of some of the subordinated members of the
family the volume is an invitation to redefine family law with the twin tools of reflection and responsibility it will
interest those in law judges legislators law reformers as well as those in women and family studies policy makers
and policy analysts apart from the general reader
The Crisis of the Indian Legal System. Alternatives in Development: Law 1982 this masterful analysis of patent law
in india by two of india s most distinguished jurists investigates thoroughly the scope of the possible answers to
these crucial questions recognizing the character of the revolution taking place in patent law globally under the
regime of multinational corporations and india s central role in its development dr rao and dr manjula guru s
analysis focuses on the patenting of substances arising out of advances in biotechnology genetically engineered
products and computer related devices but they do not neglect the practical details of application registration and
proceedings as constituted under the amended law in fact this book is the most detailed and insightful procedural
and practice guide to the subject we have topics and areas of practice covered include the following patent for new
use of a known product prescribed form of application entry in the register powers of the controller of patents
opposition and revocation proceedings addition and restoration of lapsed patents defences and reliefs in
infringement proceedings compulsory licensing experimental use international arrangements for grants of patents
simultaneously by several countries anti competitive practices and exclusive marketing rights
Child Marriages and the Law in India 2005 this volume reflects a recent transformation of the concerns of social
scientists regarding the legal history of south asia while earlier historians looked at the results rather than the
performance of law the concerns later shifted to unravelling the socioeconomic and political contexts that shaped
law making and its practice iterations of law advances these new perspectives on legal history from south asia
going beyond an area studies rubric to critically engage with recent work in colonial and transnational legal history
the essays in this volume utilize both archival and everyday records to interrogate the relationship between the
discipline of history and the institution of law the contributors to this volume include both young and established
scholars who address the enacted and performative aspects of law that illuminate how rights are inscribed into a
hierarchical order a process that is often elided and fragmented by jurisdictional contexts their essays focus on
complex moments in the life of the law when rights or claims simultaneously inaugurate a new economy of power
and authority through these chapters it becomes possible to interrogate the framing of legal regimes from below
and treat the law as a process that entails constant exchange conflict and adjustment between the rulers and the
governed
Religion and Personal Law in Secular India 2001-11-28 this text seeks to understand the dichotomy between the
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theory and practice of rule of law in india the author argues that india s rule of law is unique in the post colonial
world encompassing many a substantive concept within it contrary to the assertions of the liberals and thin theories
the practical challenges to the concepts of equality and certainty both fundamental to rule of law are explained in
detail
The Indian Legal System 2019 though modern indian law is actually of western origin galanter here contends that
independent india has accepted this mid twentieth century legal system intellectually and institutionally his thirteen
articles covering a wide range of issues in indian society explore the operation of modern indian law and explicate
the ways in which a complex body of formal law accommodates and adjusts itself to local conditions to which it is
alien
Religion and Law in Independent India 2005 this work uncovers the historical roots and also the contemporary
character of law and society in india steeped in years of fieldwork in both rural and urban india the work places the
new legal forces and processes introduced into india by the british alongside those that predated the colonial
incursion and still have vitality today indian law is now undergoing a period of comparatively rapid change
globalisation has brought dynamism to some of the law firms of india particularly in mumbai and this impact is
considered here there is growing impatience with the slowness and inefficiencies of the courts though contrary to
much opinion litigation is seen here to be declining rather than growing meanwhile there has been cumulatively
dramatic change to authority in the countryside the great flagship of indian law continues to be the uniquely activist
supreme court and its public interest litigation but equally intriguing are the group based and sometimes law like
activities of washerfolk in rural rajasthan diamond traders in downtown mumbai and the myriad communities in the
great slums of urban india these are the themes taken up in this volume unedited summary from book jacket
Media Law in India 2011
Evolution of Indian Judiciary 2012-01-01
A Penal Code Prepared by the Indian Law Commissioners, and Published by Command of the Governor
General of India in Council 1837
Subjects, Citizens and Law 2016-10-26
Medical Law in India 2019-05-15
Redefining Family Law in India 2020-11-29
Patent Law in India 2010-09-24
Iterations of Law 2018
Rule of Law in India 2019
Law and Society in Modern India 1992
Law and Social Transformation in India 2014
The Indian Law Reports 1955
Communications Law in India 2007
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